
White Jesus Must Die: Decoding Black Jesus
The Iconography of Coon Christ and Jesus of the People
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You ask people if Jesus was Black
Dem no like that
They question and run from dat
Den dey will tell you say “it don’t really matter.”
Den dey will even tell you, they say “he really had no color.”
Den dey must say “Rasta have no intellect”
Cause I never seen no man without no color yet,
Me no ask say dat, me no take back no chat
Me pointing to de hair sayin’ Jesus Black.

Macka B, Jesus Christ Was Black (1999)

The depiction of a racialized Jesus is as old as the modern concepts of race. 
According to art historian Anna Swartwood House, our modern depictions 
of Jesus are based on Renaissance images of a pale-skinned man with flowing 
hair, such as those of three iconic paintings: Michelangelo’s Last Judgment 
(1536– 41), Leonardo da Vinci’s Last Supper (1495– 98), and Warner Sallman’s 
Head of Christ (1940). Yet these depictions of Jesus as a racialized figure in 
Christian history have no historical bearing on the true nature of Jesus’s racial 
identity. They are merely, as House writes, “a long tradition of white Europe-
ans creating and disseminating pictures of Christ made in their own image” 
(House 2020). It is not known when images of white Jesus became a staple 
item in Black homes, but from my own memory as a child in the 1960s and 
1970s, I can recount the multitude of Black families that had at least one por-
trait of Sallman’s painting adorning the walls of their homes. For many Black 
families, there was no question that Jesus was a white person.

Over the past few years, there have been a number of artists who have 
depicted Christ not as a blond or light brown- haired, blue- eyed, and white- 
skinned figure, but as an aesthetically Black figure. Two images, in particular, 
Mark Doox’s Coon Christ and Janet Makenzie’s Jesus of the People, reflect 
an artistic shift to depict Jesus, in his true modern form, as an oppressed, 
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dark- skinned figure. I argue that the iconography of both Coon Christ and 
Jesus of the People is meant to salve the collective social trauma experienced 
by Blacks who have experienced centuries of barbarous acts of physical vio-
lence resulting in cultural trauma1 passed down through generations. These 
images, I argue, are meant to heal generational traumatic shocks to the Black 
psyche by healing the collective Black consciousness through envisioning 
Christ in one’s own image.

1 Ron Eyerman defines cultural trauma as “processes of meaning making and attribution, 
a contentious contest in which various individuals and groups struggle to define a 
situation and to manage or control it” (Eyerman 2013: 43).

Figure 1. Warner Sallman (1892– 1968). Head of Christ (1940).
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For Black Americans, the acceptance of the artistic depiction of white Jesus 
has been a source of inter- group consternation as Black clergy began dealing 
with the psychological consequences of Christian oppression. Henry McNeal 
Turner (1834– 1915), a consecrated bishop of the African Methodist Episcopal 
Church and one of the founders of Black liberation theology, expressed in an 
open appeal his distaste for both whites who dared to depict God in their own 
image and for Blacks who foolishly accepted their depiction:

We have as much right biblically and otherwise to believe that 
God is a Negro, as you buckra, or White people have to believe 
that God is a fine looking, symmetrical, and ornamented White 
man. For the bulk of you, and all the fool Negroes of the country 
believe that God is White skinned, blue eyed, straight- haired, 
projecting nosed, compressed- lipped and finely- robed White 
gentleman, sitting upon a throne somewhere in the heavens. 
Every race of  people since time began who have attempted to 
describe their God by words, or by paintings or carvings, or by 
any other form or figure, have conveyed the idea that the God 
who made them and shaped their destinies was symbolized by 
themselves, and why should not the Negro believe that he resem-
bles God as much as other people? We do not believe that there is 
any hope for a race of people who do not believe that they look 
like God.2

Following Turner’s declaration that “God is a Negro,” reimagining Jesus’s 
racial makeup has been at the heart of Black liberation theology. Marcus 
Garvey, the founder of the Universal Negro Improvement Association and 
African Communities League (UNIA- ACL) in 1914, was central to reorient-
ing Black people to think critically about Black people’s role in the history 
of Christianity and the place of Black people within the history of Christian-
ity.  Garvey, speaking to his members on August 3, 1924, said, “Because if 
man is created in the image of God, if man is created in the likeness of God 
and [I am] the son of God, in the name of God, my mother being a Black 
woman, how can I have a white father?”3 George Alexander McGuire, who 

2 Quoted in Coan 1973: 18.
3 Garvey 1986: 647. For a more complete address of the UNIA’s position on God’s color 
see Selassie 2020.
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had been a Chaplain General of the UNIA and founding Bishop of the 
African  Orthodox Church (1921) and author of the UNIA’s Universal Negro 
Catechism, (1921) made it compulsory to learn to question the whiteness of 
the creator:

Q:  If then, you had to think or speak of the color of God, how 
would you describe it?

A:  As black; since we are created in His image and likeness.
Q:   On what would you base your assumption that God is black?
A:  On the same basis as that taken by white people when they 

assume that God is of their color.

Albert B. Cleage, Jr. (1911– 2000), the Black nationalist Christian minister, 
founder of the Shrine of the Black Madonna, who later changed his name to 
Jaramogi Abebe Agyeman, said it emphatically, “For nearly 500 years the illu-
sion that Jesus was white dominated the world. Now with the emergence of the 
nationalist movement of the world’s colored majority, the historic truth is finally 
beginning to emerge— that Jesus was the non- white leader of a non- white peo-
ple struggling for national liberation against the rule of a white nation.” Agye-
man understood the deleterious effects of worshipping at the altar of a white 
Christ or God deity. Echoing Garvey’s analogy of his Black mother, Agyeman 
wrote:

That white Americans continue to insist upon a white Christ in 
the face of all historical evidence to the contrary and despite the 
hundreds of shrines to Black Madonnas all over the world, is 
the crowning demonstration of their white supremacist convic-
tion that all things good and valuable must be white. On the 
other hand, until black Christians are ready to challenge this 
lie, they have not freed themselves from their spiritual bondage 
to the white man nor established in their own minds their right 
to first- class citizenship in Christ’s kingdom on earth. (Cleage 
1969: 3)

There have been attempts to depict Christ as Black, but these efforts have 
largely gone unnoticed or received such condemnation that they never were 
able to reach wider Black audiences. For example, the Roman Catholic Priest 
Edward M. Cathich received a condemnation from the Vatican for presenting 
Christ as Black. Cathich’s Black Christ was depicted with “close cropped hair, 
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wearing trousers, and a T- Shirt. . . .”4 Charlotte H. Bruner’s excellent article 
on Black Christ in African American and African art and poetry recognizes 
efforts by a number of artists who have attempted to render Christ as Black, 
but these efforts are largely unknown to wider audiences.5

Experimental Psychology has confirmed what Turner, Garvey, McGuire, 
and Agyeman fundamentally understood about the deleterious effect that 
white Jesus (and by extension the white God) had on the consciousness of 
Black people— that white religious iconography can produce anti- Black atti-
tudes not only in whites but in Black people as well. Simon Howard and 
Samuel R. Sommers’s (2017) study on exposure to white Christic iconogra-
phy concludes that such exposure plays a significant role in maintaining 
white supremacy. Their findings show “that depicting Jesus as a White man 
can increase Black individuals’ explicit pro- White attitudes (i.e., greater feel-
ings of warmth toward Whites), the devaluing of their ingroup, and implicit 
pro- White/anti- Black bias” (Howard and Sommers 2017: 3). Scholar R. S. 
Tshaka has argued persuasively that the depictions of Jesus as Black are 
intended to disrupt what Tshaka noted as “. . .  whiteness as  normative” (Tshaka 
2020: 8).

One particular image speaks to how a correction of White Jesus stirred the 
imagination of a racially reconfigured Christ and how negative responses to 
Black Jesus are still pervasive, even given the historical work done to decolo-
nize the Europeanized racial and ethnic makeup of representations of Jesus 
(Tshaka 2020: 5). In 2001, forensic anthropologist Richard Neave created a 
model of a Galilean man of Jesus’s time as a kinky, short- cropped, black- 
haired, brown- eyed, and brown- skinned bust for the BBC documentary 
called “Son of God” (Taylor 2015). While the depiction was not meant to be 
an end to the discussion of Jesus’s racial characteristics, it raised significant 
questions about the world’s clinging fascination with the white Europeanized 
Jesus. Yet, the image of white Jesus has endured. As Tshaka has noted, writing 
in an African context, “white hegemony is kept alive by an iconography that 
has shown over time that self- determination of Africans is not to be sought in 
themselves, but that Africans are to be gratified with the benevolence of some 
whites” (Tshaka 2020: 4). There is no reason to expect that the lingering 

4 James Ney, “Iowa’s Master of Ancient Arts,” Des Moines Sunday Register, Aug. 18, 
1974, quoted in Bruner 1981: 353- 54.
5 See: Bruner 1981; Murchison 2002 on Catholic music; Blum 2005 on W. E. B. Dubois; 
Thurston 1995 on Langston Hughes; Scott 2004 on Ethiopian influence.
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presence of white Jesus does not maintain its place in African diasporic com-
munities given the work of Simon Howard and Samuel R. Sommers. In 
other words, white Jesus is an enduring symbol throughout the African 
diaspora.

Despite the lingering hold that White Jesus has on diasporic Black com-
munities, there are images of Black Jesus that have entered the Black con-
sciousness from artists like Mark Doox and Janet McKenzie. They push the 
boundary of the meaning of Jesus and affirm Jesus as a Black revolutionary, 
fighting against the oppression of white hegemony (Cleage 1969: 61). If images, 
as David Morgan argues, “serve as a powerful means of human intercourse, as 
a medium transmitting a community’s self- understanding from one member 
or generation to another by imaging the world of relations that construct expe-
rience” (Morgan 1993: 30), what are we to make of these modern images? Can 
they be read as representative of present- day Black consciousness?

Reading Coon Christ 6

Reverend Doox, a distinguished icon painter and Deacon of the Church of 
St. John Will I AM Coltrane (St. John Coltrane Church) located in San Francisco, 
has created an image of Christ that forces a Christian reckoning with the west-
ern Empire’s depiction of White Jesus and the hegemonic force that casts a dark 
shadow over how the world envisions God’s image sent as a force of liberation 
on earth. Doox’s religious iconography, which includes images of John Coltrane 
(1926– 67), the legendary jazz musician, has stirred the imagination of parishio-
ners, followers, and onlookers of the church. Particularly striking is Doox’s 
iconic image titled Coon Christ (Figure 2). If the task of theology is, as James 
Cone articulated, “to explicate the meaning of God’s liberating activity so that 
those who labor under enslaving power will see that the forces of liberation are 
the very activity of God” (Cone 2010: 3), then Black Christian iconography is 
intended to reshape Black consciousness and subvert the white Christian hege-
mony that masks historical Jesus’s identification with the Black community.

In the painting, Coon Christ is depicted with a recognizable gold disk of 
light or halo representing the divinity of the Black Messiah. The Black 

6 I am indebted to Reverend Mark Doox for answering my questions via email and 
phone call about his iconography. Reverend Doox was generous in detailing many of the 
aspects of his work.



Figure 2. Reverend Mark Doox, “Coon Christ.” 
With permission of the artist.
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Messiah is God revealed in Jesus Christ, who is the savior or liberator for 
Black people. Doox’s depiction of a Black Messiah is in keeping not only 
with the rejection of the conception of a white God but with the acceptance 
and affirmation of a Black God. The painting affirms that white violence has 
been the principal mask used to conceal God’s principal goal, which is the 
liberation of the oppressed (Cone 2010: 67).

Two white, winged angels are placed in the upper left and right corners of 
the image. In traditional European iconography, they would hold a hammer 
and nails, the cross, the spear, the crown of thorns, and other paraphernalia of 
the Crucifixion. Here is where the “instruments of Christ’s Passion are turned 
into the instruments of the American passion.”7 The angel on the left, wear-
ing a red himatia, carries a bullwhip, chains, shackles, and musket. The angel 
on the right, wearing a green himatia, carries the noose, burning cross, and 
pistol. These symbols are representative of the tools used by whites in the 
United States to carry out the mass lynchings, murders, and pogroms of black 
citizens. According to the civil rights organization the National Association 
of the Advancement of Colored People (NAACP), from 1882 to 1968, there 
were 4,743 lynchings in the U.S. The highest number of lynchings occurred 
in Mississippi, with 581 recorded.8

Coon Christ’s hair is locked and reaches down to shoulder length. Dread-
locks, dreads, or locs were popularized by Jamaican reggae musicians who 
gained inspiration either from the Nazarenes of the Old Testament or were 
inspired by the Mau Mau Freedom Fighters in Kenya.

Coon Christ holds a sacred book open, with his right forefinger pointing 
to the inscription, “What you have done to the least you have done unto me.” 
This is a version of Matthew 25:40, in which Jesus says that kindness done to 
anyone is kindness done to him, the Lord. Doox turns it around, identifying 
American lynching and terrorism as actions against Christ. Doox’s artistic 
reversal forces the perpetrators of crimes against Black people in society— 
who are the “least”— to reflect on the fact that they have also done the same 
to a Black Christ— a Black Christ who is at the same time artistically repre-
sented as the “least.”

There is no ambiguity in the aesthetics of the skin tone of Coon Christ’s 
deep black skin. It reflects a racial unambiguity. A “Jet Black” God has been 

7 Mark Doox, comments to the author dated October 24, 2021.
8 “History of Lunching in America: What are Lynchings.” https:// naacp . org / find 
- resources / history - explained / history - lynching - america

https://naacp.org/find-resources/history-explained/history-lynching-america
https://naacp.org/find-resources/history-explained/history-lynching-america
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used as a replacement to underscore the growing awareness that geography, 
DNA, and common sense point us away from the illusion that Jesus was a 
blond- haired, blue- eyed minister from the Levant. Coon Christ’s eyes stare 
straight as if to pierce into the soul of the viewer:

His eyes are like doves 
beside springs of water, 
bathed in milk,
fitly set.
    Song of Solomon 5:12

Coon Christ is draped in a green himatia over his left shoulder which falls to 
mid- arm, revealing a patterned gown underneath. Doox’s depiction of Black 
Christ provides a means to symbolically shift the “Passion of Christ” to a reading 
of the “Passion of Black Americans” who endured murder and torture at the 
hands of white supremacists.

Reading Jesus of the People9

In the mid- nineties, artist Janet McKenzie had reached an impasse in her 
artistic work. Seeking to make her work more racially inclusive, she entered 
the 2000 National Catholic Reporter’s global competition for a new image 
of Jesus. Her entry, Jesus of the People (Figure 3), was chosen as the first- 
place winner. Nearly twenty-one years since the unveiling of Jesus of the 
People, it is now one of the major, if still controversial, artistic depictions of 
Jesus.

Jesus of the People is reflective of Black Jesus’s iconography that seeks to 
decolonize the image of Jesus as an Aryan figure in history. After its unveil-
ing, McKenzie received numerous death threats from white supremacists. She 
also received criticism from Black people who rejected the depiction of Jesus 
as a Black Christ.

A place of entry to the icon is a bright white halo that rests as a backdrop, 
focusing the viewers’ eyes deeply on the face of Jesus. In lieu of a gold halo, 
the whiteness emits positive energy or Christ Consciousness, a pure state of 

9 I am indebted to Janet McKenzie for answering my questions via email about her 
iconography. McKenzie was generous in detailing many of the aspects of her work and 
the criticisms and praises she received for painting the icon.



Figure 3. Jesus of the People, ©1999 Janet McKenzie,  
www . janetmckenzie . com. With permission of the artist.

http://www.janetmckenzie.com
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peacefulness. Wrapped around Jesus’s head is one of the instruments of the 
Passion, a crown of thorns: “And the soldiers wove a crown of thorns and put 
it on his head, and they dressed him in a purple robe” (John 19:2). The crown 
of thorns fits tightly on parted, matted hair that hangs slightly above the shoul-
ders. To the upper left is a yin and yang symbol of universal opposites, and 
the feather in the upper right represents a tribute to indigenous people. Jesus’s 
arms are crossed because of the lack of love that people have for one another. 
Both hands clutch the white and black panels of Jesus’s clothing. Jesus of the 
People stands juxtaposed against the backdrop, a pink background symbol-
izing blood.

Although McKenzie did not use a model, she painted from memory the 
features of an African American woman who had previously modeled for 
her. McKenzie’s choice of a stand- in model reflects a personal experience 
where she described this woman as radiating “joy and gratitude” with an 
observable loving realationship with her children.10 Although McKenzie 
used a female subject, she used artistic license to work in masculine fea-
tures to the Christ figure. The duality of both feminine and masculine 
 features brings a hybridity to Christ’s image that speaks of the duality of 
humankind.

Conclusion

Images of Christ have been a seminal battleground in racial politics. White 
representations of Christ have been tools of hegemonic domination for the last 
few centuries. While there have been attempts to “decolonize” biblical ico-
nography, depictions of the Black Christ have elicited, on the one hand, white 
resentment and, on the other hand, Black self- hate.11 Coon Christ and Jesus 
of the People force whites to an admission that Christ was not a blond- haired, 
blue- eyed white man.12 They also work to force Black people to confront the 
fact many have inculcated in themselves what R. S. Tshaka has noted as mis-
taken ideas of “whiteness as being normative” and “beauty as whiteness” 
(Tshaka 2020: 2). Jaramogi Abebe Agyeman wrote that until Black people 
refrained from worshipping a white Christ, the Black community would fail 

10 Janet McKenzie’s comments to the author, dated September 5, 2021.
11 Tshaka, 2.
12 Ibid, 5.
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to build dignity (Cleage 1969:3). It is only when Black people sought out the 
true historical Jesus that they would recapture “the faith in our power”— or, 
as Rap artist Rukus stated, “Jesus wasn’t white— he was really brown- skinned. 
Once I knew that, that’s when I found him.”
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